
Terms & Conditions for $10 Audition Option: Chance to Earn a Feature 
Verse from Erinem 

By purchasing, the buyer agrees to the following terms: 

1. Buyer is paying for the chance to earn a feature verse from Erinem on their song. No 
guarantees of a feature verse are made, and the approximate odds of earning a 
feature verse through this option are 1 in 100. 

2. If the buyer is not chosen for a feature verse, they will receive a 1,000-word review of 
the submitted song, written by Erinem, providing feedback on how to improve and 
grow as an artist. Additionally, the buyer will receive a $20 off coupon, valid for the 
$500 collaboration package.


3. If the buyer is chosen for a feature verse, Erinem will provide her vocal recording for 
the buyer's song without any additional fees. The buyer is responsible for mixing, 
mastering, distribution, promotion, and marketing.


4. The buyer agrees not to alter the production of Erinem's vocals and to use the 
written lyrics provided by Erinem as the official lyrics for her verse.


5. Erinem reserves the right to issue a cease and desist if the buyer uses her vocals on 
a different song or includes offensive or objectionable content in their song.


6. The buyer must accurately credit Erinem during distribution and is prohibited from 
crediting other persons for having written, recorded, or produced her vocals, 
enforceable by law.


7. Erinem retains all copyright and ownership of her verse. The buyer is granted a non-
exclusive, non-transferable license to use Erinem's verse solely for the agreed-upon 
song. Any other use is strictly prohibited without written consent from Erinem.


8. The buyer agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Erinem from any claims, damages, 
or legal actions arising from their breach of this agreement or misuse of Erinem's verse.


By purchasing, the buyer confirms understanding and agreement to these terms. 
Erinem shall not be liable for any indirect, incidental, consequential, or special damages 
arising from this agreement. This agreement is governed by laws and courts of the 
country where Erinem is located. Failure to exercise or enforce rights does not 
constitute a waiver. Invalid provisions will be replaced by the court's interpretation. This, 
along with other legal notices, constitutes the entire agreement. 



$10 Package Buyers Agree to the Following In Purchasing the Audition:  
I, the buyer, understand and acknowledge that I am paying for the chance to earn a feature 
verse from Erinem. I understand that if I win, all rules that apply to the $500 Package Buyers 
thusly apply to me. I acknowledge that my chances of winning a feature verse from Erinem are 
roughly 1 in 100, at best. I accept these odds. I understand that if I am not chosen, all I will 
receive is a document, namely a 1000 word review of my submitted song, giving feedback on 
what I can do to improve.  

Good Luck.


